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Fuel thefts continue to be an issue across the 
country. Previously Fife and Angus featured heavily 
but again these thefts are more spread across the 
country.

Below are a note of the incidents and where they 
happened along with their crime report number;

20220729-0923 
Leith, Edinburgh
Diesel stolen from company vehicles after the fuel tanks have been drilled.

20220803-0599 
Sanquhar, Dumfries and Galloway
Quantity of fuel stolen from fuel bowser

PS-20220804-1375
Larkhall, Lanarkshire
Quantity of fuel stolen along with digger Rosyth bucket

PS-20220811-0714
Rosyth, Fife
Quantity of fuel stolen

FUEL THEFT
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This bulletin covers the last two weeks of incidents. There has been
a slight drop off of activity but this will no doubt pick up again in the
next few weeks.



THEFTS AND DAMAGE TO PLANT AND MACHINERY

Theft and damage to plant and machinery 
can be particularly disruptive and expensive.

Below is details of an incident and where it 
happened along with the incident number.

20220801-0747 
Dunoon, Argyll and Bute
Forestry machinery stolen from site.
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The other crimes that have been reported 
are as follows. There has been a pattern of 
cable thefts from a variety of sites. Please 
ensue that all cable is stored away securely 
and out of site

Below are a note of the incidents and where 
they happened along with their incident 
number.

20220729-0923 
Dundee
Site broken into and transformers stolen.

20220731-3951 
Forfar, Angus
Suspicious incident after vehicle drove up to informant’s lorry and occupants 
were looking at the cable on the trailer.

20220808-2215
Dundee City
Site broken into and tools stolen

PS-20220811-0765
Fofar, Angus
Batteries stolen from temporary traffic signals



Should you recognise any of the incidents and have any
information, please contact Police Scotland on 101 or report
information anonymously via the charity Crimestoppers on
0800555111.
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REPORTING

SPREAD THE WORD

Please feel free to share this
information with anyone you
think this Alert may be relevant
to.

Anyone can sign up to receive
Alerts - just scan this QR code
and follow the simple steps.


